













































































































































































































































































(a) 1980?? 1?? 2006?? 4???????????????????
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(5.5131) (-2.0482) (-2.791) (1.9253) (-2.367)
-0.0294*DY012-0.0205*DY013-0.0201*DY063+130.1846*1/TIME4




(5.6396) (133.219) (-5.7249) (-32.3856)
???????????? (Adjusted R-squared)?0.9902






(12.2597) (6.6097) (-1.6588) (-2.906) (-7.8633)
-227.6468*1/TIME4+0.7139*AR(1)+0.9243*AR(4)-0.6853*AR(5)-0.9898*MA(4)
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????? 1980?? 1??? 2006?? 4???? 1995?? 1??? 2006






























Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic t-Statistic Prob.*
???? -5.7796 0
?(3)??????????























???? Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test: Prob.*
Prob. Chi-Square(4) 0.2137










?????????????????? ? ???? ??
????????????????????????1995:1-2006:4?






















?? ????????? t?? 2???????????????????
?????????????P?? 0????????????? 2??
??????????
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic t-Statistic Prob.*
???? -4.4619 0.0009
?(3)??????????








 (3.3429) (-3.9677) (-2.674)
???????????? (Adjusted R-squared)?0.9795
?? ????? -??????????????????????P?? 0
???????????




















???????? ? ???? ??? ???????
???????1980????????(1980Q1:2006Q4) ?????2007Q1:2009Q1?
???????????????
??? 2??????????? 0.05????????? 1???2007?













??? 2??????????? ±0.05????????? 1???2007?
? -0.05????2008??? 2? 3??? -0.05????????? -0.05?
??????VAR??? 2007?? 1?? 0.05????2008?? 2???




















































? 4.1A??? 1????????2007???? 2008?????????
???????????????????????????? VAR???
???????????????????????????????? 1?
?????? -??????????????? 1??????? 2???
???????????????????
?????????? 2??????????????5?????? 2008
????? 2007????? 36???????????? VAR???????
? 1??????? 1?????????1???????????????
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[6]?? ???????? (?????????????? )??????
?? (1999)
[7]?????Excel?????????????? (1998)
[8]???????????????? (1988)
[9]?????Excel?????????????????? (2000)
